
SAVVY SMARTMIRRORS / INTEGRITY

Integrity
Savvy SmartMirror

Savvy™, the leader in smart mirrors, revolutionizes the 
lighted mirror experience. Shown here in the Integrity™ 
lighted mirror, the Savvy SmartMirror™ lets you listen to 
your favorite music, catch up on the day’s headlines, and 
find out what’s happening nearby , all through an elegant, 
intuitive interface.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Forward-facing task lighting

Suitable for damp bathroom 
environments 

Iris™ mirror glass*

Environmentally sustainable 

Energy efficient

3-year limited warranty***

Proudly made in the USA

LIGHTING SPECIFICATIONS

Dimmable, replaceable LEDs

CRI: 90+

CCT: 3,000 Kelvin

Calculated L70  52,000-hour LED 
lifespan 

SAVVY SPECIFICATIONS

21.5” multi-touch screen LCD 
display

1080p (1920 x 1080, 16:9) 
resolution

Display screen disappears when 
off

HDMI Input for connection from 
set top box

50,000-hour panel

WiFi and Bluetooth 4.0 enabled 
for control of smart devices

On-mirror light controls and 
motion sensor package

10-watt amplification with 
integrated mini-speakers

Audio out allows for external 
speakers (not included) 

SAFETY SPECIFICATIONS

Meets UL/cUL standards

Safety-backed mirror

FCC compliant

INSTALLATION SPECIFICATIONS

120V-240V electrical connection 
for LED lights; recessed outlet 
required for Savvy power

Fixture should be mounted to 
wall studs; mounting holes are 
provided

Mirror lights can be controlled by 
an on/off switch, or by the Savvy 
hardware with the light control/
sensor package

BASE MODEL

Size (w" x h" x d") S&H Display Price** In Stock Model #

36 x 42 x 1.75 M $125 21.5” $5,990 Yes INT-215-SV-3642

42 x 42 x 1.75 M $125 21.5” $6,990 No INT-215-SV-4242

54 x 42 x 1.75 L $175 21.5” $7,990 No INT-215-SV-5442

66 x 42 x 1.75 L $175 21.5” $9,490 No INT-215-SV-6642

72 x 42 x 1.75 L $175 21.5” $9,970 No INT-215-SV-7242
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 * Iris™ glass offers slightly darker reflection 
than typical mirror to optimize display screen 
performance.

 ** Special discount item. Contact Electric Mirror to 
confirm discount.

*** Savvy hardware 1-year warranty. Contact Electric 
Mirror for extended warranty upgrade. 

  This product is protected by one or more patents.


